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ABSTRACT  

Internet of things is defined as a platform where different peripheral devices can be interfaced and operated. 

With respect to the course of action, there are many microcontrollers through which this different peripheral 

devices can be programmed. The examples of such microcontrollers are Arduino, Node MCU(ESP66),LPC2148 

module etc. Internet of things has scope of application in various fields like home automation, healthcare, 

transportation, mechatronics etc. Depending upon the area of application, the working of IOT will be varied. 

The each distinct type of application in IOT will be composed of number of different types of sensors. In smart 

Home Automation, the information will be gathered by sensors, commands are being executed by transmission 

through WIFI router. In transportation sector, IOT is used for many roles like data management of a vehicle, 

infotainment , fleet management, parking notification, automated toll system etc. In the field of Healthcare, the 

coordination between patient and doctor has been enhanced by transmitting the patient's live metabolic 

readings and alerting the doctor when the reading has gone out of limit. IOT has also set a benchmark in 

farming sector, as in the example of hydroponic farming, it has set a high level impression in modern method of 

farming by regulating the specified amount of nutrients, water and oxygen to the plants. IOT has made it easy to 

maintain large scale hydroponic farm industries and due to which farming sector has been tremendously 

raising. Therefore we can record IOT as " Evolving Technology". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IOT is a key engaging advancement for electronic business. It is a revolutionary application in the field of 

Technology, this generally includes connecting different peripheral devices to one platform. In a very short span 

of time it has achieved various development in easy of things. Internet of things have applications in various 

aspects like smartphone, smart organizations, power-normal security criteria[1]. 

Internet of things(IOT) is a multi conceptual technology. Here, many things are interconnected and enabled in 

such a way that they network the devices and components like sensor embedment , recognition of image 

functionality, amplified reality are programmed in the peripheral devices share the similar architectural network 

and program functioning[10]. This could help us to bring mini opportunities for business and add to the 

complication of information Technology industry. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The IOT is involved in limitless computerized physical structures. The internal organization of Internet of things 

consist of  

 Network technology 

 Communication technology 

 Data management 

 Security of IOT 

 Device level energy issues 

Innovative work design in accordance with the aspects mentioned above are : 
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2.1  Network Technology: 
In the present days, the mobile traffic usage is pretty predictable as they were involved in the attitude is like 

making calls, web surfing, sending and receiving the emails and surveillance video. In the upcoming next 5 to 

10 years there will be a lot of IOT devices where we can predict less traffic patterns of mobile trafficking like 

joining the networks which includes vehicles functionality, any two machine models, surveillance of videos that 

requires the most of the bandwidth, and various models of sensors to send out the infinitesimal bits of 

information every time[2].  

In the upcoming generation the networks will deliver 1000 to 5000 Times that has capacity than three G and 

four G networks so that this will give a direct impact in programming site. Therefore the networks will become 

4 Programmable and allows users to make changes in the networks virtually. 

 

2.2 Communication Technology: 
The modern research in communication technology to implement and open all the possible number of potential 

communication profiles of Internet of things based devices[3]. The communications from discrete level to 

continuous data there are various interconnections commencing the standard services in the local as well as 

global based signal devices. 

2.3  Data management: 

Information administration is an important angle in internet of things. When we presume the future World where 

the things are been interconnected and continuously trading a wide range of data. The developers in this field is 

going to increase in machine to machine analyzing for the aim of long term opportunity. In the context of 

machine-to-machine marketing there are few other factors and technologies like virtual sensors, big data 

analysis etc, associated in the data management within the context of IOT. 

2.4 Security of IOT 

Nowadays, a lot of IOT applications are using sensors and embedded actuators. They are involved in 

Environmental data collection like room temperature lightning and Optimization energy consumption etc[4]. 

With respect to all these operations the device has to able to with stand the operational failures. hence it is 

plainly essential to give the sufficient security to the foundation of internet of things. 

2.5  Device level energy issues 

one of the most crucial challenge facing in the concept of internet of things is to interconnect things in an 

appropriate way while energy constraints are a part of it.  

This leads to the necessity of integration and as well as the low power consumption[5]. 

3. APPLICATIONS 

3.1 Transportation  

Connecting the vehicles to the internet gives rise to too many new opportunity and applications which generates 

new functionalities to the individuals thereby making the transportation easier. This context has been 

conceptualized as internet of vehicles[6],  with the concept of Internet of things this implies future trends for ease 

of transportation and mobility applications.  

Today, self driving vehicle are still in prototype phase and the idea is revolutionizing the automobile industry. 

They incorporate automotive vision shift key which is used to help vehicles to get aware of the environment 

surrounded by them like traffic lights detection, pedestrians detection, drowsy vehicle drivers and road line 

markings. The sensors are dependent on each other and show the functionality with full potential when 

combined and applied for different applications. 
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Fig:1[11] 

fig (1) [9] 

The image shown above is a footage of how Google's self driven vehicle sees or detects its environment. 

The technical elements of internet of vehicles are smartphones which collects the information from the user like 

getting the destination and schedule and smart vehicle on board units helps to track vehicle status, position, 

energy usage profile, driving profile.  

This type of connectivity will revolutionize the technology incorporated in vehicles in future as : 

1) through connecting the vehicles and the data related to system attributes.  

2) through the functionality of call of emergence services around would make more smarter and autonomous 

vehicles. 

3.2 Healthcare : 

Internet of things can be used in Healthcare. where the patients were hospitalized and requires close attention on 

physiological status can be constantly monitor by using IOT based machinery. This process includes a lot of 

sensor usage that comprehensively collect the physiological information and been used as gateway to analyze 

the cloud information and Store and then forward the data to the concerned doctors[7]. 

The connections between the various applications of IOT in health monitoring are : 

 Applications needed to gather the data from sensors  

 The architecture have to be designed in user friendly interfaces and displays[8].  

 The network connectivity is required to access the services associated with infrastructure . 

 These IOT based appliances should have the in used requirements like low power usage, robustness, 

durability, reliability and accuracy. 

The main objective of IOT in healthcare system is to enhance life quality of patients who needs 

permanent support or monitoring there physiological data. It manages a wide range of problems from 

managing chronic diseases to prevent diseases at the other end.  

There are various purposes to incorporate IOT into Healthcare as easy usability, cost efficiency and 

personalization. 

3.3 Farming: 

Hydroponic farming is the method of growing the plants only with the usage of water and essential nutrients 

which does not require soil[9]. Hydroponic farming is so useful as growing the plants is possible even in extreme 

conditions like desserts and un inhabited places[9]. It is made possible as they are applied in greenhouses or 

indoor farming due to controllable environmental conditions[9]. 
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This type of farming needs more focus on them, their growth rates have to be constantly tracked, there should be 

sufficient supply of water and required nutrients, there should be a controllable temperature. Therefore 

associating hydroponic farming with internet of things will make these aspects more easy to handle. 

The essential building blocks to set an IOT based farming system the important components are : 

 ( water temperature and level) sensors  are used to sense the temperature of water and setting to its 

default temperature by heating or cooling the water and level sensors used to indicate the level of water 

supply to the plants[10].  

 Microcontroller is used to program the sensors with respect to the functioning time and assign the type 

of work to them[10].  

 light sensor is used to control the temperature of the farming condition and to set the adequate 

temperature.  

 Wi-Fi module is the source where the instructions given by the users are being carried out to the 

sensors and makes them execute.  

 turbidity sensor  is used to control the rate of flow of water which passes through the various lines of 

farming paths[7]. 

4. REVOLUTIONIZING TECHNOLOGY 

Internet of things is a Revolutionary Technology in any field of application because it has drastically changed 

the way of work.  

In Healthcare system, previously doctor used to be on alert and used to continuously check out the physiological 

readings of the patient and takes the necessary actions. After introducing IOT into the Healthcare the doctor can 

track the data of various patients at a time and enhances the time management.  

In transportation field it is unimaginable thought to have driverless vehicle, but due to the advanced application 

of IOT the research on that field has made a great progress up to date. It made easy to track the vehicles. 

wherever there may be internal  defaults in the vehicle, the sensors associated will warn the driver primarily.  

In the farming sector, the hydroponic farming is been regarded as a epic research, and when it is combined with 

internet of it have to be considered as a Revolutionary Technology as it requires less focus on them thereby 

having a plenty number of cycles of cultivation within a year and thereby increases the productivity of farming. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Internet of things provides an unique opportunity for business as well as employment. As this technology can be 

incorporated in almost any field and makes the work easy ,And we can cope up this technology to infinitesimal 

levels of our imagination. Therefore ,it is regarded as revolutionizing technology. 
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